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EW MEN ELECTED TO EOIT CLEMSON
WEEKLY DURING SESSION OF 1924-13
.»
B. Iv. Smith To Be Editor-in-Chief
The Tiger—J. M. Longley Made
Business Manager—W. W. Bryan
Is Athletic
Editor—New
Men
Should Make Clcmson Weekly
Good Paper
From the recommendations of
the English department
of
the
faculty and the recommendations of
the retiring editors, the New Tiger
Staff was elected on Monday, April
14. Professor D. H. Henry, Director
of Student Affairs, gave his official
"O. K." to the list submitted at
that time, and the stroke of the pen
was made which severed the ties
which bind the old staff together,
at the same time grouping the men
together who will control the destinies of the Clemson weekly newspaper during the coming year. The
greatest efforts were made to secure
men who would be fitted to fill their
positions in a capable manner; and
particular effort was made to get a
bunch of fellows who can work together in a congenial atmosphere.
"We, the retiring editors, are inclined to pat ourselves on the back
ait the selections we, have made, and
we hope that others may pat UB
upon the back after they see the
new staff function.
E'. L. Smith, of Anderson, S. C,
is Editor-in-Chief of the weekly.
Smith has shown particular talent
for newspaper work, having faithfully discharged the duties of Associate
Editor during the.past year. Lewis
is a "block E" man as well as a
block "C" man, and the ease with
which he excels in classroom work
should give him ample time In
which to work on the Tiger. Lewis
is a popular member of the Junior
class, and we have full confidence
in his ability to edit our paper.
J. M. Longley, of LaGrange, Ga.,
is Business Manager. "Juke" is a
capable man in almost any position,
having thoroly demonstrated that
capability
in
his
capacity
as
a .member of the thletic staff. "When
"Juke" showed that he had business brains, we promptly recommended him for the position which
he will hold.
E. C. Deloache, of Camden, and
G. W. Gignilliat, of Seneca, are Associate Editors. Both men are hard
workers and both are given A-l recommendations from the English department. They are popular members of the Sophomore class; and
should make a good pair of associates to the Editor.
To W. W. ("Baldhead") Bryan,
of Clemson College S. C, goes the
(honor and work of heading the
athletic department. Altho "Baldhead" is a rising Junior, inaoad of
a Senior, he has shown such a capacity for work that he was inanimously selected for his present
position. In addition of being Asso.
(Continued on page 6:)

STATE ORATORS TO
MEET IN GREENWOOD
Will Speak In Annual S. C. Oratorical Contest On Friday, April 18
—E. L. Smith Clemson's Representative...—...Baseball ...Game ...Arranged For Afternoon.
The orators from the colleges in
the S. C. Intercollegiate Oratorical
Association will meet in Greenwood
for the annual Oratorical Contest
on April 18. The member colleges
are Clemson, Carolina, Newberry,
College of Charleston, Citadel, Furman, Erskine, Wofford, and P. C.
The contest will be held in the Lander College auditorium at 7:30 P. M.
The entertainment program includes a luncheon for the delegates
in the Oregon Hotel at midday, a
baseball game between Wofford and
Presbyterian College teams in the
afternoon, and a reception at Lander College after the contest.
The Greenwood Chamber of Commerce is sponsoring the contest this
year and has charge of the programs, tickets, the care of orators
and judges while in Greenwood,
and the entertainment schedule. It
is thru the efforts of this body of
progressive Greenwood townsmen
that the contest will be a success, as
it is hoped that it will be.
Lander College is furnishing the
auditorium,
the very attractive
ushers, and the music during the
program. President Turnipseed of
Lander is very enthusiastic over
the contest, and is giving his fullest
cooperation in the plans that are being made. The fact that this girls'
college gives its able support to the
annual conest is one of the large
reasons why the executive committee decided to hold the Oratorical
Contest in Greenwood again.
E. L. Smith, who will represent
Clemson, has spent much time and
effort in perfecting his speech and
his delivery. He bids fair to make
a good showing for Clemson at
Greenwood.
Although this is his
first time to speak for Clemson in
the State Contest, he has had previous experience in oratory and
declamation; and his experience,
coupled with his delivery should
stand him in good stead.
It will be remembered that H. A.
Woodle, last year's Editor-in-Chief
of the Tiger, represented Clemson
at Greenwood in 1923.
Woodle
made a very creditable showing,
but did not place Clemson 'in the
first three.
The names of the judges and
the names of the orators, and the
subjects of their speeches cannot be
given out until after the day of
the contest.
C.A.C.
"I'll bite, what it is?" said the
mosquito to his mate as they landed
on the wax model.—Flamingo.

HOLAHANANDVAUG
ATTEND S.F.G.S,
MEETING IN N, G,

utAMSFACE
HEAVY SCHEDULE

JTHALER TO MAKE
FINAL ADDRESS HERE

Baseball Team Plays Furman, P. C, President of Salem College To Deliver Commencement Address on
and Carolina—Track Team EnJune 3rd—Is One of Foremost
gages in Triangular Meet Here
Have Good Conference At North
Southern Educators.
Friday—Tennis Team Has Three
Carolina University—Many StuMeets—"Rats" To Play North
dent Problems Discussed—Fed
President Howard E. Roundthaler,
Georgia "Aggies."
oration Will Meet At Florida
of Salem College, Winston-Salem, N.
University In 1925
C, will deliver the commencement
Clemson athletes face a full proaddress at Clemson College on June
gram this week, providing the
3, 1924.
The third annaul meeting of the weather man ceases giving rain
Clemson students will be glad to
Southern Federation of College Stu- every time a contest is scheduled.
learn of President Rondthaler's acdents was held at Chapel Hill, N. C. For the past two weeks, almost all
ceptance of President Earle's invion April 10-11-12. The University the sporting events have been raintation to make the final address
of North Carolina acted as host to ed out—at least so far as the Tihere.
the delegates, who came from nine- gers are concerned. This week the
Mr. Rondthaler is recognized as
teen Southern colleges. The com- bill includes four ball games for the
one of the foremost southern educaposition of the Federation is practi- varsity, two games for the rats, a
tors, and has a great interest in all
cally the same as that of the S. I. C. (rack meet, and three meets for the
fields of educational endeavor. He
so most of the schools represented tennis team besides the meet they
holds the degree of Ph. B. from the
had much in common.
played Monday with Furman.
University of N. C, 1893, the degree
The purpose of the organization
Tuesday the balltossers take on of B. D. from the Moravian Theologis to foster the institution and the Furman Hornets at Manly Field ical Seminary, 1896, and was made
developement of honor systems and in Greenville, the scene of many a Doctor of Divinity in 1913. He
and student government in col- stubbornly contested conflicts be- is an ordained Moravain minister.
leges and to assist in straightening tween the Purple and Gold and the
Mr. Rondthaler has been presiout any dissension between students Purplie and White. At this writing dent of Salem Academy and Salem
from various schools. Of the nine- it looks not unlikely that Pupiter College for Women since August
teen institutions represented, but Pluvius may continue his unkind 1, 1908. He is a member of the
two, Clemson and Mississippi A. &. treatment of the Clemson nine, by N. C. Geological Survey, and a memM. are without student government. raining out this game. If he does ber of the Elisha Mitchell Sciencs
The extent of the authoity exercised it will be the fourth varsity game Society for Propagation of the Gosby the various councils ranges wide- in a row he has prevented.
pel. He was president of the N. C.
ly, but it is noticeable that as these
Wednesday and
Thursday the Literary and Historians Association
self-government systems grow older, ball club will cavort before the in 1915, and a member of the N. C.
they expand.
Washington & Lee home audience again, for the first Conference for Social Service in
is the foremost example. A student time since the opening two-game 1917. He is a member of the Sigma
government of whose institution series against Georgia. Coach Wal- Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
there is no record, reigns absolutely ter Johnson's Bluestockings from
Clemson has been fortunate in
over all student problems. There Presbyterian College cross bats with getting good commencement speak
is no conflict with faculty regula- the home club on Wednesday, while ers. It will be remembered that the
tions because the students judge the Gamecoks of the Carolina Uni- commencement address was deliveron student problems only.
The sersity furnish opposition the next ed by the Hon. Josephus Daniels in
University of North Carolina has day.
1922, and by President W. T. Mca government over twenty years
The freshman baseball squad goes Glothlin, of Furman University in
old which is probably a better
to Dahlonega, Ga., Friday for game3 1923.
system than Washington & Lee's.
The members of the Senior Class
Friday and Saturday with the North
The systems differ in all schools,
Georgia Agricultural School.
This will be delighted with the above
but only in form, as their principles
will be the first trip away from Ti- announcement, because, being the
and aims are common to all.
interested parties, they are looking
gertown for the "Rats."
Many student problems were
Coach Reed's track team will tie forward with great pleasure indeed
.—E. H. H.
thoroughly discussed. Student pub- up with Davindson and Furman in to June 3rd.
C.A.C. ■
lications, drinking, dances, honor a triangular meet here on Friday.
systems, and many other phases of This meet was at first billed to be a Rev. and Mrs John McSween gave
student life were brought up and dual contest between the Tigers and a delightful dinner last week. The
steps were taken to meet these Davidson, but it was decided later guests were Prof, and Mrs. J. M.
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Gibson, Dr.
problems squarely.
that Furman would participate also.
The conference was not all work The Furman team engaged in a and Mrs W. H. Mills, and Prof, and
however, as the delegates attended meet with Carolina last week, and Mrs B. H. Johnstone.
a banquet Thursday night, took an the two teams broke even in a 56
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Johnson enauto trip to Durham and Raliegh to 56 tie. The track team also has
tertained at a party in honor of
Friday evening, visiting Trinity Col- been a victim of the weather man's
Mr. Eaton and Mr. Shanklin last
lege, N. C. State, and three girls ire. Their meet with Georgia last
week.
schools in Raliegh, and then went week was called off because of the
to a big dance at Chapel Hill Friday unfavorable condition of the eleMiss Janie Neville Shanklin, who
night.
ments. Now they are on their toes, has been teaching in North CaroAt the final meeting, the Federa- anxious to race with the representa- lina, is visiting her parents, Prof,
tion elected officers for next year, tives of Davidson.
and Mrs. A. G. Shanklin.
Miss
and after an irresistable plea by
The tennis team tours the stats Shanklin has been very ill, and all
Mr. Ernest, representing the Uni- the latter part of the week, playing her friends at Clemson will be glad
versity of Florida, voted to hold the three meets.
Thursday they will to know that she is improving
next meeting at that institution. meet the Presbyterian Theological rapidly in health.
Clemson was represented by T. L. Seminary in Columbia. Friday they
—■■
C.A.C.
Vaughan of the Senior class and head back toward the Piedmont sec- A peach came walking down the
R. F. Holahan of the Junior class. tion and take on the Wofford racket
street;
These men brought back much in- wielders in Spartanburg. On Sat- She was more than passing fair;
formation and many ideas which urday they close their trip in GreenA smile, a nod, a half-closed eye,
will help Clemson to stand up with ville, playing a return meet with And the peach became a pair.
other Southern Colleges.
Furman.
W. W. B.
—Medley.
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ing session, and each has a talent .point to acquire good habits and
It is very evident that the memfor his particular position that as- learn to shun those things which bers have realized the importance
sures us of a good TIGER for the I if developed into a habit would of public speaking and are taking
session 1924-1925.
I prove fatal to you.
advantage of every opportunity to
CLEMSON OOIiliEGB, S. O..
Here's luck to you boys!
May | It is while you are in college that speak. We shall be delighted to
BY THE OOM-nnnTY!
you have your full. share of that j you build the
foundation
upon welcome all visitors who desire to
Founded by the Claa. of U7
FOK THE OO-OWJNITYl
honor which comes only thru hon-i which you are to stand after you observe our society work. We meet
Published weekly by the Corp* o£
ONE HUNBFED PBBCEN_
est effort, and may you make U3 have finished and are out in the on Friday eveings at six-forty
Cadets of Clemcon College.
EOB THE TIGHBS AMD
feel
proud
that
we
had
a
hand
in
i
world.
It
is
of
the
utmost
importo'clock in Professor Packingham's
Official Organ of the Clemion AthTIGEBTOWN!
letic Association and the Clemson making THE' TIGER the newspaper ance that you mould your character class room.
CADETS
ALWAYS WELCOME.
.hat we feel it will be.
in such a way that you will inspire
B. M. S.
Alumni Association.
C_D_OI_CASHED.
E. H. H.
the confidence and trust of others.
C.A.C. ■
FULL
LINE
OF
C.A.C.
You cannot hope to attain success
Subscript—)- Baton
CANDIES,
without a good character, for it i3
"THIXK THIS OVER"
_»1.50
Nino Months (weekly)
FBUTTS,
the most essential quality that on~s
Six MoHthfl (waekly) _____
TOBACCOS,
must have.
A good character is
Average Oirc_l_tlo_ 1700.
The student body of Clemson
SHOES,
never built upon bad habits, the
SWEATEES,
needs
more
enthusiasm
and
pep.
filtered as geeoad Class Matter at
two cannot go together. So let us
UNDERWEAR.
t_e Pott Office at Clemson College, The trouble lies within the student get busy, do the right thing at the
Drop in to mttm _». W« ■pprfi.-tsj
lth Carolina.
body itself and the changes will right time, and develop ourselves
Tour trade.
have to come from within.
The along the right way and not form Will Make Annual Inspection of
E. H. HALL
Editor-in-Chief
Clemson
R.
O.
T.
C.
Regiment—
A. B. FITZGERALD
Bus. Mgr. question of how to organize and any bad habits.
L. R. B.
Military Department
Prepares
E. I,. SMITH
Asaociate Ed. where to begin to organize is no
C.A.C.
Good Program for Inspecting OfD. C. AYER8
Associate Ed. small problem.
We students of FUTURE ATHLETES AT CLEMSON
ficers.
E. G. PARKER ._
Athletic Bd. Clemson today must start some
a a _. _ i a _» a a H ■ a _ s
J. M. LONGLEY
_ Asso. Ath. Ed.
movement
that
will
put
our
college
W. W. BRYAN
Asso. Ath. Ed.
1 3 a a a a a a a a a
Monday afternoon four men from
C. C. GARRISON
. Alumni Ed. on the upgrade. It is up to us to
Thursday and Friday of this a.
m 9 a a a a a a a
J. C. SHIVER
Local a pave the way for a greater Clemson the track squad were fortunate in week will be devoted to the annual
a a
S. W. HENRY
- Y. M. C. A. Ed. while we are students. Yes, we will that they were able to attend a R. O. T. C. inspections. Two of- J3 S
'J m
a a
W. H. MOORE
Joke Ed.
track
meet
held
at
Pickens.
This
ficers from the General Army Staff
T. L JEFFRIES
Asso. Joke Ed. lie able to aid our Alma Mater in
financial and other ways after grad- track meet embraced all of the high will supervise
the
inspection.
Circulation Department
The Classes will be suspended for either
J. E. ROSS
_ Circulation Mgr. uation. But how many of us will schools in Pickens county.
W. C. HUFFMAN _... Aaso. Cir. Mgr. put our heart and soul into an or- men from the Clemson track squad one of the days, or for both days
H. B. FLOWERS
Aso. Cir. M_r.
WE HAVE
ganization with which we are not acted as Officials at the meet. The of the inspection. Every part of the
number of high schools represented R. O. T. C. unit at Clemson will be
in actual daily contact?
|
Tent-pitchThe greatest movement for the at the meet were six; about sixty thoroughly inspected.
betterment of Clemson is student I young athletes took part in the ing, close order drilling, extended
self-government. The question is, various events. Such occasions as order drilling, field problems, maOUR NEW TIGER STAFF
can tfe make a success ofTel7gov''^ ab°V6 °ffer splendid opportunity chine gun work, field engineering,
ernment here? The answer is "Yes"' if °ur men f°r obtaininS material and many other features of army
f
a Wetic teams at Clemson work will be carried out for
the
*
It is often with a feeling of regret It will take much effort and time', ! ^ "*T
lgh
athlete is a
of
PP™*ch- benefit of the inspecting officers.
that we withdraw our hands from a but the.student body of Clemson iJ" * * a ^
Iemson man
The
result
of
this
inspection
will
capable
of
carrying
out
such
a
great
fj
*?
°
'
^
«"
told
task we've begun and give it into
Loose Leaf Note Books
All the best '*he b?nefltS a b°y Wi" receive by determine the fact as to whether
the hands of others. It is often the movement as this.
colleges and universities have adopt- !bec°minS * CIems™ student, if he or not the R. O. T. C. unit at
case, however, that just at the time
is shown the splendid spirit of the Clemson -will be among the colleges,
Lef ax Note Books
when we've learned how to do a ed student self-government and it j Clemson student body, if he is
having similar units, that attain
has
proven
a
great
success
from
the
thing, someone else must take our
Note Book Fillers
student's standpoint, as well a3 , shown the opportunities that are the ranks of "Distinguished Colplace.
from the institution's standpoint as!°Pen t0 Z*7. ^ t0 make the lege." Let's get in the game, and
Clemgon Jewelry
There are regrets.
Doubtless a whole. Think this "suggestion ! various athletic teams at Clemson, bring our gold star back next year.
there will always be regrets. We over carefully, fellows, and talk to ithen nine times out of ten he will We can do it if every man coPennants
are sorry, for example, that we did your roommates and friends about .think pretty hard before he gives operates in making the inspection
not have the time and the talent student self-government at Clemson. |UP entf5lng C„lemS°n and goes to successful.
E. L. S.
Pillow Covers
to make THE TIGER a better paper It will be a great think for Clemsoa ^2?
c.A.r.
Z T h „ .
u
The athletic ball to be given
than it has been during the past and for the student body tod.
Dentist, extracting tooth:
"This
Stationery
I next Friday night offers a splendid will be ten dollars."
year. We are sorry that some of
F. L. C.
■
opportunity
to
Clemson
men
for
the most important men on the
Victim: "Keep the damn' thing."
Fountain Peng
boosting Clemson. Many prep and
staff failed to do the work they
—Pelican
HABIT
'high school athletes will be here.
should have done.
Therein lay
Cameras
i Every one of them should h3
their loss—and the gain went to
The one thing that can gain com-'approached, and should be given
those who had to do the extra work
Photographic Supplies
plete control of a person is habit, such information as will influence
■—jain in experience.
Habits are easily made, and often, him in entering Clemson when _P
-•orris Candies
We can have done with regrets
we fall into them without conscious- ; starts his college career
living T«t«t' Werk te Tfco
now, and express our hopes. We
y doing so. It frequently takes a j if all of the men in the Clemson
hope that the new staff may profit
Eversharp Pencils
Old Reliable
great deal of will power to break , student body would start this kind
by our mistakes and not make
a habit once it has a hold on us. 0f work for their school, then next
those same mistakes a second time.
-ATIHFACnON GUARANTEED
There are of course some habits year's Freshman class would be
We want them to have a better
that are good and we do not wish j overflowing with athletes eager to
paper than we have had; and we to do away with them, but as a gen- ]
CLIFT CRAWFORD'S
show their wares.
Get behind the
will do everything in our power to
eral rule the habits that we have'wheel.
Work for your
school,
PRESSING CLUB
help them while we are here. We
are detrimental to us and should be j Let's have a sufficient number of
have confidence in the ability of broken.
I ... .
. .
.,
,
„ ,_
athletes to take the place of those
the new men, and their justificaIt would be impossible to enum- ;who g0 out next year. TWs ig tn9
tion of that confidence will show
erate the habits with which the av- \ only way to keep up our athletic
itself on the pages of THE TIGER
erage student is afflicted. Suffice standard.
E. L. S.
in the coming year.
to say, most of them are bad ones J
C.A.C. ■
The keynote of their success in and the student should make every j
THE WADE HAMPTON SOCIETY
.-giving the corps of cadets a good effort in his power to break their
weekly paper lies in cooperation, hold upon him. Habits can easily
Last Friday evening the Wade
The new men must work with and prove the downfall of a student. ! Hampton Literary Society gave a
The Rexall Druggist
far each other all the time. When Many a promising high school stuvery inspiring program. Mr. Frankone man does little it means that dent has gone off to college and aclow, the orator of the occasion, held
another man must do more than his quired such habits that he fails to
the attention of every one with his
share; and with the limited time come up to the college standard, impressive oration. The declamaimthat we have here at Clemson to and as a consequence is forced to er, Mr. Latham, deserves much
do extra work,
the slacker can leave college as a "flunk-out," or credit for the selection and mana
cause much trouble. But we don't else gets so far behind in his work ner of delivery of his declamation.
fiaiisiaaaii
believe there are any slackers on that he quits in disgust. The sad
The most interesting number of
Neatly combed, ' well-kep
this new staff, because if we had part of it all is that the student the program was the debate. The
kept hair is a
business and social asset.
thought so, they would not have doesn't attempt . to analyze
his subject for discussion was one of
STACOMB makes the hair stay combed
been on the staff.
"Mil
in any style you like even after it has
troubles. He is content to call it much interest.
Messrs. W. H.
just been washed.
E. L. Smith, J. M. Longley, W. hard luck and lets it go at that. Craven and J. A.. Stevenson supSTACOMB—the triginal—hns been
used for years by stars of stage and
W. Bryan, and H. B. Flowers, four Few students realize that it is some ported the affirmative side of the
screen—leaders of style. Write today
of the men who have worked most bad habit that gets them behind query, resolved: That Senior Engfor free trial tube.
We Serve Re*ular Meals,
faithfully this session, will have the in their work—the habit of not lish should be compulsory at ClemTubes—35c Jars—75c
Plea, Cakes, Sandwich**,
positions, respectively, of Editor-in- studying as he should, the habit of son. The negative was represented
Insist on STACOMB—in the black,
yellow and gold package.
Chief, Busness Manager, Athletic procrastination.
Ice
Cream,
by Messrs. L. G. Causey and I. L.
For sale at your druggist or wherever
Editor, and
Circulation Manager.
Fellows, the sooner we get out of Johnson.
Each speaker showed
toilet goods are sold.
Ice Cold Milks,
There's will be the largest share of our bad habits the better off we that a careful preparation had been
Standard Laboratories, Inc.
113
'West
18th
Street,
New
York
City
responsibility, and we feel that all will be. Analyze yourself, find out made for this discussion. They get
Soft Drinks,
Send coupon for Free Trial Tube.
four men are capable of accepting what your bad habits are and get the honor of having made it the
Fruits and Candies,
responsibility with credit to them- rid of them with all the speed you most interesting debate of the yar.
STANDARD LABORATORIES. Inc.
113 West 18th St., New York City. Dept. l
Plena*
oend
roc
SrMtfW
ta__
selves. They have had the best in- can. If by chance you have a few After much consideration the judges
Hot Dora a Speciality.
terests of our weekly newspaper at good habits, hang on to them and gave their decision in favor of the
?.
M. C. A. BASEMENT
heart during the now rapidly clos- develop them further. Make it s affirmative.
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More like an angel she were,
I lost with a heart that was broken
But I learned nothing about women
from her.

nuptial knot with about 200 feet of lead?"
hay rope and the bridal party left on
The deacon, roused from slumber,
one good John Deer Gang plow for blurted out, "Lead yourself; I just
an extended trip with terms to suit dealt.—The Pointer
purchasers. They will be at home
Then I was shifted to Clemson
to their friends with one good baby A little miss, a little bliss,
To learn of books and the world,
carriage and a few kitchen utensils And no dull care annoy;
OTNEfcWBE
And again I fell—harder than ever after 10 months from date of sale A little miss, a little kiss,
For a wonderful Anderson girl
to respectable parties and some And all the world's a joy;
•H*Young and lovely, and truthful,
chickens."
A little miss, a little kiss
Doll
in
a
tea-cup
she
were
We're out of gas—Oh boy.—Ex.
Bl 8XINNY AND TOMMY
We got along fine, til a mistake of
Officer, catch that man running
It seems that lots of us Kadets
One thousand boys and Capt. Wood,
mine
On a mule we find
there.
He tried to kiss me!"
are
jus'
full
of
negative
electrons
Side by side in the mess hall stood.
Caused my downfall with her.
Two legs behind,
"S'all
right,
miss.
There'll
be
or something like that.
I guess
Under the table went our feet
—"Dago"
And two we find before;
another along in a minute."
you call it "lead" or "Spring fever"
Inspite of the fact
We stand behind
—Mercury
etc.
That we had nothing to eat.
Before we find
"Some one sent the editor of a
It seems, Paw that I've upset
It was time to eat
What
the two behind be for.
"Did John get down on his knees
one of the principle laws of Physics paper a few toottles of home made
And what do you think?
—Ex.
brew.
The
same
day
he
received
when
he
proposed
to
you."
cause my output is more than any
"We poured some water
"No, he couldn't; they—er—were
input so I'm going to call on your for publication a wedding announceAnd took a drink.
"I hear Pat's in court again fer
ment
and
a
notice
of
an
auction
occupied."—Ex.
One thousand boys and Capt. Wood. generousity for some commercial
fightin', Mrs. Murphy.
sale.
The
result
was
as
follows:
collateral in order that I may do
"Yes, but he'd outer git off aisy
Daughter—But you shouldn't be
some
research work in discovering Wm. Smith and Miss Lucy Anderson
Clagett Jefferies and Tommy Wood,
this
time,
They're
buryin'
the
were disposed of at a public auction angry, Mother; I stood there only
Marched us out the best they could. how many flees "Bowulf" has.
principal witness against him."
at
my
farm
one
mile
east
of
a
for a second last night.
Hoping this will reach you fore
We had some bread; we had some
—The Pointer
beautiful cluster of roses on her
Mother—I'm sure I heard a
you
get
it
and
that
you'll
answer
zip.
breast and two white calves, before third and a fourth.—The Pointer.
fore that.
We had some water
Kriss—Does Nancy practice econa background of farm implements
I
am
That was partly milk.
omy with' her kisses?
too
numerous
to
mention
in
the
"Deacon
Jones,"
said
the
Parson
Your Brothers Nephew
Buit still they think,
Kross—I'll say she does. She
Fred presents of about 70 guests includ- "will you lead us in prayer?"
We are getting stout,
As he received no response, he makes one last an awfully long
ing two milch cows, six mules and
Off of the cabbage
one bobsled. Rev. Jackson tied the repeated, "Deacon Jones, will you time.—Ex.
Dressing makes it hard to tell a
And the sour crout.
Clagett Jefferies and Tommy Wood. hen from a chicken.—Ex.
—"Graveyard" Buddy
Women is the light of mankind—
Old Maid Art Teacher (to her most useful in the dark.—Ex.
ruby-lipped student):
"Madeline,
wlhy will you presist in using such
There's many a slip 'twist the cup
stuff bo emphasize the outer en- and the lip—tout lots more aftertrance to your elimentary canal?" wards.—Ex.
/
—Ex.
A woman's beauty isn't skin deep.
It's a great life if you don't On the contary it stops at the
weaken—tout if you weaken just a skin.—Ex.
little bit—Oh boy! It's a greater
life.—Lihigh Burr.
It doesn't seem logical, but the
faster the party the longer it takes.
At the Funeral
—Ex.
Cousin Hiram:
"Is that a new
hall clock over there?"
We just heard a chicken use
Wife of Deceased:
"Sh-h-h. fowl language. —Ex.
That's poor old John. I knew the
r»om would toe crowded, so I stood
The Old Fashioned Girl
the coffin on end."—Awgwan.
"My girl's got a dress she'll never
wear out."
"How do you know he's in love?"
"What kind is it?'
"What else would make a man
"Her nightgown."—Puppet.
absent-minded enough to put his
dirty shirt to bed and then jump Little drops of whiskey,
down the clothes chest?"
Little nips of gin,
—Sun Dodger.
Makes the strongest wonder
Where in hell they've been.
—Lad Jeff.
Dere Paw;——
As I have nothing to do and wish
Bricklayer- 'And what will you
to do it, I thought I'd try and see
how much I could do you out of
pay me?"
I sent my overcoat home yesterBoss—"I'll pay you one dollar
day as my laundry came in this and fifty cents."
week. I clipped all the buttons off
Bricklayer—"What do you thing
so as to save postage. You'll find I am, a college graduate?"
—Yellow Jacket.
'em in the inside pocket.
I'm very sorry to hear that Percy
was kicked in his "dinning room" I've taken my fun where I've found
by ol'e Beck, and I hope the poor
it
mule is better today.
I've both loved and lost in my
I'm so gloriously sorry that my
tlime,
girl has been sent to the asylum I've had no pickin' o' sweethearts,
'cause she was so crazy 'bout me.
But there was one I thought wa3
My "Ole Lady" has a real good
mine.
Our guarantee to the wearer is the simplest way we know to emphasize the
job now but I think he will be out
I loved one in a far distant city
high quality of our clothes, and relieve the mind of a "Doubting Thomas."
in 'bout thirty days on good be- One whom I thought loved me
The cost to us of guaranteeing our product is so trivial as to really be an
havior. Least that what the Colonel
alone,
insignificant item in our costs, even though abuse of this liberal policy is
thinks.
But the cause of disaster so painful
apparent from time to time.
Our ole chapel has been exposed Was a dear little girl from home.
After years of record, the guarantee has proven to be a silent compliment
A broad variety of pockets,
to so much hot air that it has been
[plaits, belts, etc., is to be
to our standard of workmanship, selection of all wool fabrics, fit and genuine
necessary to move one of its walls Now I aren't no 'and with the
found under our several
service given by the product made by us. We take full responsibility because
in the direction of Calhoun. The
different body types in
ladies
suit models.
our clothes are made of materials to justify confidence and our tailors follow
number of bricks required if layed But takin' 'em all along
our exacting specifications in converting raw materials to a beautifully finend to end would reach from I've never been atole to tell til I've
ished
garment. Everyone recognizes that the product we make will wear
Keowee to Sandy Springs and if
tried 'em
out sometime, but when more value and satisfaction than dollars paid has
placed in a horiziontal position And then I was usually wrong.
been realized, the public is the fairest jury a manufacturer can enlist, it
perpendicular to each other would There's times when I thought that
seems from our years of record.
reach from the Elginsoi clock in
I mighten't
We, therefore, confidently guarantee our product.
the Eng. Bldg. to the ground pro- There's times when I knew that I
vided they don't fall. It would take
might
a Bumble Bee twenty 2-3 em. sec. But the things I learned in disaster
ClXAJS.BlAX73?^lu^N &BROS.
CHICAGO
to bumlble betwixt the ceiling and Never helped to set me right.
«<>/;Feature Spring
NEW YORK
BOSTON
SAN FRANCTSCO
the roof if the said bee had a
Suitings
velocity of 13 calories.
I was a young'un at Bailey
Edgefield Stripes
Lisbon Checks
I am so sorry that I flunked on Long with the rest of the kids,
Cardiff Plaids
math but you said I was jus' like I loved a kid there—a wonder
Kenrock Serges
Mountain Rock
my father in many ways and I've But again I was put on the skids.
Worsteds
A
Put on the skids, but I loved her
found one.
\
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Why we guarantee our clothes
to you as wearer
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RAIN CAUSES MANY
GAMES GALLED OFF
Baseball Games With Erskine And
Wofford Called Off On April 11
And 12—Track Meet with UnlvOf Ga. Called Off April 12—
Jupiter Pluvins Stars
At Bat
And On Track
Dr. Calhoun was our man, but
he did us wrong. Whether or not
the above named gentleman was
interested in Clemson's athletic program from a percuniary viewpoint
is unknown, but we are concinced
that the Hon. Doc. entered into an
agreement with the Gods of sky
water, to take a hand last week,
and insure him against any possible
financial decrepancies. At any rate,
Jupiter Pluvius was thoroly on hand
and active to the extent of postponing two varsity baseball games, and
a track meet that was scheduled for
last Saturday.
The above program included baseball games with Wofford and Erskine in Anderson and Due West respectively.
The track meet was
slated to take place in Athens, Ga.
against the University of the Empire State. Due to the ferocity of
the elements on all dates for the
above contests, the same had to be
indefinitely postponed.
J. M. .L
C.A.C.
SPEED UP THE PET"
' This is the time of year xSSE
the weather seems to affect oa?
energy in several ways. One sf V2.Z
several is that our "pep" doesn't
quite live up to the good old Tiger
standard.
Now is the very time
that we must "shuffle off" this
mental and physical legarthy, for
we have numerous athletic contests
during the next month.
It would be a good thing if we
could group together more at the
baseball games and track meets, so
that the cheer leaders could get a
hearty and concentrated response
while they function. When we
spread out all over the bleachers
and the stands, the boys can't all
get the yells the cheer leaders gr?e
out, and the result is that the old
100 per cent Tiger roar doesn't get
but something over 50 per cent
efficiency, and it fails to bring the
shiver of fear to our victims that
it should, and has in times past.
The backing will help the teams
in the critical moments, and many
a game of baseball has been "sewed
■up" by a concentration of "pep" at
just the right moment. The cheers
will be very effective in bringing a
track man across the finishing tape
on schedule time.
Not that the
teams wont fight hard without the
cheers, but that they can fight harder with the cheers. The yells of
the boys on the sidelines send a
thrill up and down th spine of the
athlete; and it is this thrill that
gives the athlete the so-often-mentioned superhuman will to do a
thing for his Alma Mater.
We must organize some good
"pep" meetings so we can become
a little more familiar with our yells,
and get the rust off the organs
which were given us to make noise
with.
Let there be no diminution of
"pep" now, men of Clemson, but on
the other hand, let there be such a
revival of spirit that opposing teams
will be swept off their feet by our
enthusiasm.
—E. H. H.
. C.A.C.
Kindergarden teachers from many
countries will discuss the relation of
the kindergarten to the primary
grades at the annual meeting of the
International Kindergarten Union
which will be held at Minneapolis,

May 5-9.
That the kindergarten
should be the first school grade and
not a separate unit will be emphasized at this meeting. On the afternoon of May 7, the kindergarten
teachers will have the opportunity
to attend the national conference
on home education conducted by the
United States Commissioner of Education.
C.A.C.
THE CALHOUN
LITERARY SOCIETY
The Calhoun Literary Society
held its regular weekly meeting
last Friday night. Despite the fact
that some of the members on the
program were absent, a very interesting program was carried out.
A list of the ones on the program
being lost, the secretary had to inquire of the members in order to
find out just who were supposed to
serve.
The orator and declaimer
were absent, so the blame of removing the lost program naturally
fell on these two.
Mr. Herlong read to the members
a poem called "The Dying Soldier."
Mr. Moore had an essay which was
very good. It was interesting because it depicted the frivolity of
youth. The subject for the debate
being a very interesting one, since
it was a subject about which there
had been much discussion, was
successfully handled by Mr. Booker
and Mr. Fitzgerald on the affirmative side, and by Mr. Roche and
Mr. Asbill on the negative side.
Th- £u^:'^c* VM P.seolved: That
tokgnihM MtortJ-J >•*» 2*8lifcited in
4110 State SC'lJBia 32 3<23!i Carolina.
Th» affira&tfre Hide won.
After ihe program had been
carried out and the judge3 and
critic had been heard from, the
president, Mr. Hall, mads a few
remarks concerning the lack of interest being shown in the society's
work. He deplored the fact that
we should have so many enrolled,
and yet have only about one third
that number present. He appealed
to those present, and asked them to
look up those who were absent and
bring them up to the meetings.
As there was no further business
to come before the society, the
,. T.

S3. •J.

*J.A.<J.

Salesgirl—Look at Mr
on
the
ladder;
he's
loosing
his
equilibrium!
. Second Salesgirl—If you were a
lady you wouldn't notice such a
thing.—Ex.
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He:
"I could dance this way
To encourage the study of forforever!"
eign language by Londoners, money
She: "Oh, no! You're bound to prizes for proficiency in certain
You have got your pressure too low, improve."—Belle Hop.
languages are offered by banks and
Dr. Burr has told us so.
other organizations interested in
He is right—the book is wrong
foreign trade. Oral and written exWe are weak but he is strong.
"George, dear," said the young aminations are given by the Lonwife, "you are growing more hand- don school authorities in Italian,
Chorus
some ever day."
Russian, Spanish, French, German,
Yes, Brass Head loves us,
"Yes, darling," replied the wise and Hebrew, in the advanced, the
Yes, Brass Head loves us,
George, "It's a way I havs iust be- intermediate, and the elementary
Yes, Brass Head loves us,
fore your birthday."—Record.
stage, and the persons standing first
His quizzes show us so.
and second in these examinations
are awarded the prizes. The largWe have got to be very good.
Bill—"And when the conductor est prize is ?50, offered for adDr. Burr has said we should,
found you had no ticket did he vanced Italian, To meet the deOr to the commandant we would go,
make you get off and walk?"
mand for instruction in the various
And we could not study steam
Murphy—"Only get off, he didn't languages, the London County Counany more.
seem to care whether I walked or cil provides classes in more than 25
sat down."—Ex.
evening institutes.
Steam is interesting, we don't think,
To plan a course of study for
Quiz by quiz we certainly sink.
business
education of all grades in
Some time, always he's a pain.
A Virginia gentleman of color Indiana schools and colleges, the
He tries to teach but all in vain.
tells us that he doesn't hit his wife United States Bureau of Education
any more since he got fined in police is making a survey of the opporHe's a very handsome man
court.
tunities for employment in the ofHis mouth's a lovely golden span
Nosah, from now on when dat
fices of industrial and merchantile
All he says is simply rot
wife zassperates me, I's gwine kick
establishments throughout the State.
How we tire of hearing "Vot".
her good—den she can't show it to
Asssisting in this survey are reprede judge.—Whirlwind.
sentatives of the State department
His only God is a B. T. U.
of education, of the State Chamber
With steam tables he haunts you,
of Commerce, of the Indianapolis
And he'll try to convert ye
He took her hand in his and Chamber of Commerce, of several
Curses on his "th'ee times th'ee."
gazed proudly at the engagement city school systems, and of leading
ring he had placed on her finger colleges in the State Dr. Glen Levin
"Mandy, how come you all named
only three days before.
Swiggett, specialist in commercial
your boy Demus?"
"Did your friends admire it?" he education, United States Bureau of
"Why, dat's a Bibical name, don'
inquired tenderly.
Education, is directing the survey.
yo' know dat?"
"They did more than that" she
"Gwan! Dey ain' no Demus in de
To gain first-hand knowledge of
replied coldly.
"Two
f
them
Bible!"
Mexican
business methods, a group
recognized it."—Bison.
"Yas, dey is, Ain' you all heerd
of students from Boston University
'out dat nigger Demus?'—Flamingo
Madly I raced, trying to out- and other colleges will go to Mexidistance those behind me.
I ar- co City next summer to take courses
Boy entering cafeteria—"Give me
rived too late: all the choicer in commercial subjects at the Na2 chicken salad sandwich and I
claims had beeen staked hours be- tional University of Mexico. These
don't want any whip cream on it fore. Undismayed, I feverishly stak- students Will work for Mexican busieither.
ed out the most likely looking spot ness firms during the mornings and
remaining, hoping against hope that early afternoons, and though they
Pharmacy School Yell
someone would forsake a better will receive no pay for this work
1
Epicac! Epicac!
one that I might seize. Hour by they will receive college credit for
the
experience.
The university lecSyrup Squills!
hour I watched my claim grow in
value as Fortune smiled on those tures will be given in Spanish, but
Calomel! Calomel!
about me. Finally, the man whose as a help to the English-speaking
C. C. Pills!
Pharmacy, Pharmacy, Pharmacy!
claim lay next to mine received the students an outline and a resume in
Ex.
glorious compensation fir bis ef- English of each course will be supforts. Surely, thought I, my turn plied. The courses will be given by
Dot—Did you know there are will come next. At last, stripped special arrangement between the Nafor action, I sprang forth to re- tional University of Mexico and Boshree kinds of dancing?
ceive my reward. Alas—Somewhat ton University, and the students
Frank—No. What are they?
V.ht—Graceful, ungraceful, and dimly I heard: "Too mucha late. will not have to pay any extra tuition fees.
No cutta da hair after seex."—Ex.
JiStracefu'l.—Swiped.
Of Sec 62 & 63 Jr.

What a whale of a difference
just a few cents pake!1

Lady at bargain counter—Is my
face dirty, or is it my imagination?
Henpecked
bundle
carrier—I
don't know about your imagination
but your face is clean!—The Pointer
Bob—May I hold your hand?
Laura—Of course not! This isn't
Palm Sunday.
Bob—Well, it isn't Independence
day, either.—Ex.
"And you say that all the time
you were in France you neva saw
a single cootie?"
That's right. Every one of them
was married and had a large family.
—The Pointer.
Recently a Mr. Day married a
Miss Week. The local paper committed this.
A Day is won, a Week is lost,
But we should not complain,
For soon there will be days enough,
To make a week again.—Ex.
The naked hills lie wanton to the
breeze,
The fields are nude, the groves
unfrocked,
Bare are the limbs of all the shameless trees;
No wonder that the corn i3 shocked.—Tiger.

•all the difference
between just an ordinary cigarette
and—FATIMA, the most skillful
blend in cigarette history.
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able him to acquire a knowledge ot day to the government work before
COUNT TOLSTOY WILL principles
and decisions in patent going to classes. It is thus possible
law and a ready wit in applying for an examiner to be entirely selfto the <iase in hand.
supporting during the period deMIKE TALK HERE themIt will
be readily seen that the voted to work in the graduate
work is extremely interesting. All
sorts of things come to the United
States Patent Office from the simple
darning needle to the complicated
steam engine
or printing
press;
from the simple electro magnet to
the most complicated system of automatic telephony or wireless transThe college authorities have been
mission of intelligence; from elecsuccessful in their efforts to bring
tro-chemical or metallurgical proCount Tolsoy to Clemson for the
cesses to the refining of petroleum
purpose of delivering a lecture to
or the production of dyes or other
the student body. For some time
chemicals from coal tar. The explans have been shaping for Count
aminer gets a view and a knowlTolstoy's appearance here.
The
edge of what is new, frequently bedate for his visit will be the 12th fore it is introduced to the general
of May; he will address the student public or even described to techbody at the morning chapel hour nical scientific societies.
By proon that day. Classes will be sus- tecting the interests of the public
pended for the first hour in order and seeing that improper patents
that Count Tolstoy may have suf- are not granted, he perfo'rms a serficient time in which to deliver his vice to the public of the highest
'; lecture.
order, just as his service to the inThe college is fortunate in secur- ventor consists in allowing to the
ing the services of so great a per- inventor a patent sufficiently broad
| aonage. The opportunity of hearing to give him the exclusive right to
this man's talk is one of which his invention. Most of our modern
every man in the corp should take civilization rests on inventions and
advantage.
Count
Tolstoy is a their development and there is a
[Russian Nobleman.
During the real joy in being one instrument of
Ireign of Alexander III, Czar of Rus- their promotion.
sia, Count Tolstoy was Minister of
The positions in the examining
I Education for the entire Russion corps of the Patent Office are fill[kingdom. He, along with Count ed initially from a list made up of
[Ignatier, was power behind the those who pass a technical civil
■throne of the Rusian dynasty for service examination, and promotions
I
.1 years.
However, with the within the office are made on a
|
g of the modern system of strictly merit system. The entrance
an government, Count Tolstoy salary has been fixed by Congress
Ih; withdrawn from the political at $1860, beginning with the 1st
■strife of his country, and has en- of Jul3r, 1924, and
increases of
I
upon the less adventurous ca- salary are provided for by promofreer of a lecturer.
tions from time to time up to
We look forward to his appear- 35,000 a year. The positions
are
nce here.
B. L. S.
under the civil service and are not
C.A.C. •
political. An employee cannot be
CHE UNITED STATES PATENT dismissed except for cause after
OFFICE AS A FIELD FOR LIFE hearing, and provision is made for
WORK
retirement with pension in old age.
There are over five hundred mem
By Karl Flenning, Assistant Com- bers of the examining corps and
missioner of Patents
the appropriation bill for next year
makes available sufficient funds to
The Constitution of the United
put in the corps about one hundred
JStates provides for granting patents
additional examiners.
"While the
pnd as early as 1790 Congress enadditional examiners are, in terms,
acted legislation for the grant ol
temporary employees for about two
Patents for inventions. The United years, everyone who passes the
Jtates Patent Office as such was civil service entrance examination
■established in 1836 and was In- in 19 24 is practically assured of
Tlucled in the Department of the transfer to the permanent corps beInterior when that Department was fore the two years are up.
established in 1.849.
The civil service entrance examiA patent is granted an inventor to
nation includes such subjects
as
pive him exclusive rights iD the inare pursued by the scientifically indention he discloses in his applicaclined graduate of a college or a
tion. It is essential, therefore, that
technical school. In addition to
|he disclosure be sufficient to inphysics, mathematics, and a readstruct fully in the performance of
ing knowledge of scientific French
Jthe invention. For a great many or German, an examination in the
wears college graduates have gone reading of mechanical drawings is
Into the Patent Office as examiners. required • as well as a familiarity
■Their function is to examine appli- with the applied sciences in the
cations for patent to see what the field of mechanics, mechanical arts,
■alleged inventor thinks he ha* industrial arts and processes and
produced that is new and to see applied chemistry.
Optional engi[hat the disclosure is complete. neering examinations may be taken.
They then investigate the prior art Examinations are h^ld at many
is represented in patents alreaay places
throughout
the
United
panted by the United States and States at short intervals. Complete
farious foreign countries and by details of the examinations, as well
pe descriptions in technical litera- as the time and place, may be obture.
The invention claimed by tained from the United States Civil
Phe applicant to be new is compared Service Commission, Washington,
with what is found to be old and. D. C.
a patent is finally allowed by the
Many new graduates and younger
|«xaniiner if the application in fact alumni enter the office with the
Iflaims a new invention.
specific idea of training themselves
A good examiner should have to become patent lawyers. To such
[enough curiosity to make him want persons the universities in Wash|to know the patents and prior publi- ington offer exceptional opportunications relating to the particular ties for graduate work in the arts
■devices he examines and also those and sciences.
Many of the examin related subjects in other divi- iners take courses in the law schools
sions of the Patent Office.
He connected with the universities in
I'nould have a good enough memorj Washington and prepare themselves
l'° be able to remember where to for the bar. Classes are held in the
I'ind a description he hns seen ana late afternoon and evening so that
■enough interest in procedure to en- it is possible to devote an entire
Famous Russian Nobleman and Educational Expert to Lecture to
Clemson Faculty and Student
)5o(ly Was ...Formerly ...Russion
Minister of Education.

its members, so fellows let's put our
She —Just think we have been
shoulders to the wheel and give our married twenty-four hours.
society a boost. Let's watch the
He—Yes, it seems as though it
bulletin board, and when our time were just yesterday.—Punch Bowl.
comes to serve on program, let's put
all we have into the work.
school or in the law school.
—T. F. M.
There is a considerable esprit de
First Stude (To Frosh)—"Say,
corps among the examiners in the
Bo, got a cigarette?"
C.A.C.
patent office which is fostered by
Frosh—"Sure, want to see it.
the Technical Patent Office Society, BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPON—Boll Weevil.
DENT with the Heacock Plan and
made up of employees.
The fact
that the entire examining corps is
earn a good income while learning;
of necessity made up of those who
we show you how; begin actual
CLINT TAYLOR'S
have had higher educational advanwork at once; all or spare time;
tages lends dignity to the position
LUNCH STAND
experience unnecessary; no canand assures congenial working asvassing; send
for particulars.
sociates.
Hot Dogs — Dogs Hot
Newswriters
Training
Bureau,
The work is largely individual
Cigars,
Buffalo, N. Y.
and after a few months much personal responsibility rests with the
Cigarettei,
TO THE PEOPLE OF
examiner who gains additional exSoft Drinks,
CLEMSON COLLEGE
perience through frequent converMilks,
sations with inventors and their attorneys.
Let's make the slogan: "More garSandwiches,
dens and better ones." Thorough
It is hardly necessary to suggest preparation and proper cultivation
Candy,
that Washington comes up to the will bring results. I will give you
—MMt Anything To« Waat.
tradition that it is an ideal place both.
in which to live. There are no facEngagements can be made with
tories and few slums.
There are me personally, or by bulletin at
COME ONCE, AND
many parks well cared for and a- Clinkscales & Crowthers.
YOU'LL COME AGAIN
Yours for Gardening,
vailable for picnics and the usual
C. B. HENRY.
athletic diversions.
The Potomac
River affords ample opportunity for
those interested in recreation
or
sports on or in the wate.
The
technical, scientific, and literary institutions of the government draw
so many conventions and general
meetings open to the public that
it is commonly said that it is a
liberal education to live in Washington.
The many fraternity houses connected with the universities proEven the finest Kentucky
vide surroundings tending to prolong the joys of undergraduate life.
Burley Tobacco (and that's the
For an educated person interestkind we use) is green and raw
ed in mechanics or industry there
when
it's pulled. You could hardly
is probably no more satisfactory
branch of the civil service for a life
smoke one pipe load of it.
work than the examining corps df
„ And here's where Velvet is difthe United States Patent Office.
For one desiring to pit-pare for and
ferent : Our ageing takes out that
enter a useful interesting lucrative
rawness and harshness, and
profession, there is probably no betmakes the tobacco mild and melter preparation than service on the
examining
corps
of the United
low and gives it fine flavor. AgeStates Patent Office preparatory to
ing
in wood does what no artificial
becoming a patent lawyer.
treatment can do.
There are about a dozen women
now in the examining corps and
Remember- ■Velvet Tobacco
there is no reason why many more
college women should not successaged in wood.
fully enter the Patent Office as
their contribution to public service.
— CAC
LIGGETT & MYBRS TOBACCO CO.

If you knew
what ageing in
does for pipe tobacco

THE

PALMETTO

The Palmetto Literary Society
held its regular meeting last Friday
evening. The president called the
society to order, and the chaplain
led in a short prayer. The secretary read the minutes of the last
meeting.
The retiring president,
Mr. G. H. Griffin, made a farewell
talk to the society, and then the
president-elect for the fourth term,
Mr. M. B. Brissie, took charge of
the meeting.
Mr. Brissie gave a
very encouraging talk in regard to
the work for the final term.
The regular program was dispensed with, as the election of officers for
the fourth term was the main purpose of this meeting. The results of
the election were as follows: vicepresident, W. J. Reid; recording
secretary, W. A. Hambright; corresponding secretary, T. E. McLeod;
literary critic, Tolleson, L. C. prosecuting critic, Sutherland, J. L.; reporting critics, J. W. Blalr, C. B.
King, C. M. Littlejohn, and J. E.
Smith; censor, J. A. White; sergeant
at-arms, S. M. McKeown; chaplain,
O. J. Harvey.
The officers took the oath of
office, and each understands his
responsibility and will do all in
his power to make this a successful
term. However, the society needs
the support and cooperation of all

"WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, INC.
1024 Race St., Phila., Pa.
Uniforms and Equipment for
Military Schools and Colleges
Send fo** Catalog, Samples and Prices
WE UNIFORM AND EQUIP CLEMSON."

SLOAN BROS.
We do not sell all the good
Goods in town, BUT WHAT
WE DO SELL ABE GOOD.

Special Attention Given
to Ordering Athletie
Goods—only two days
required.

Robert Burns Cigars,
Nunnally's Candy,
Waterman's Fountain Pens,
Arrow Shirts and Collars,
Knitted and Military Ties,
Khaki Regulation Shirts and
Trousers.
Army Shoes, Special Made.
Bath Roges and Slippers.
Minimax Silk and Wool Hose.

RACKETS RESTRUNG
SWEATERS
WHITE DUCKS

SEE US OFTEN.

BASKETBALL SHOES
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have done our best by you. Now
it is up to you students to help these
EDIT CLEMSON TIGER
men make Your paper.
—E. H. H.
(Continued from page one.)
C.A.C. —■
Athletic Editor during the past FURMAN FRESHIES TAKE
year, Wright has written athletic
OPENING GAME OF SEASON
Takes Dead In First Event And news for local papers for several
Holds It Thruout Entire Meet— years.
Rain Slowed Gan-„—Young Tigers
Tigers Have Bad Day In Season's
E. W. Carpenter and J. C. Felder,
Passed up Good Opportunity in
First Meet— Chandler Is Off
the former a Greenville lad and
Seventh Inning.
Form
the latter a native of Sumter, S. C,
Riggs Field, April 10.—In an atwill be Associate Athletic Editors. mosphere that was more or less
On April 5 the cinder men of Altho this is Carpenter's first year supersaturated, at times, due to the
Clemson met with the track team of at Clemson, he has taken an active handiwork of one Jupiter Pluvius,
the University of North Carolina in interest in student activities of all the first year Furmanites out slugthe opening encounter of the pre- kinds; and holds a high place in ged the junior hickory men of Tisent track season.
The outcome the estimation
of
his
fellows. gertown, to a tune of eight to seven.
thereof was overwhelmingly adverse "Jimmie" Felder, a basketball man,
The lads from Furman jumped
to Clemson's idea of a successful a member of the varsity baseball off in the lead during the first half
athletic endeavor, Carolina winning squad, and an all-round good man, of the second frame, during which
by the disasterous score of 76J to shows an aptitude for athletic scribe time they disturbed the plate for
351.
and we can give him a good recom- four counters.
Following is list of events with mendation for assistant to "BaldIn the latter half of the same
results, quoted from the Greensboro head."
frame, however, Clemson's fresh arDaily News:
H. F. O'Cain, of Orangeburg, and tist of the horse hide ability came
Carolina garnered 335 points in W. B. Bailes, of Fort Mill, are back with three tallies. In the next
field events and 43 points in runs. Alumni Editors. Since the Alumni issue Furman stepped out to seven,
Clemson's total came
from 141 department is, or should be, such giving them a four run margin.
points in the field and 21 points in an important part of the Tiger, it
Things held their own in the
the runs.
was thought best to have two men on above fashion until the latter half
Moore, of Carolina, was the high the job. O'Cain is one of the "E" of the eighth, wherein the Tiger
scorer of the meet, taking two first men in Civil Engineering, and cubs advanced their score to a count
places. He came home in the lead should be an equally good man in of seven. As the final curtain was
in the 100-yard dash and the 12 0- "engineering" Alumni news. "Tom" drawn across the stage of activities
yard high hurdles. Chandler, Clem- Bailes, a football and track m>an, is the score read eight to seven in fason's star 100-yarder, failed to a hard worker in addition to being vor of the visitors.
place in this event but was second a prince of a fellow, and should
The line up was as follows:
to Teague, of Carolina, in the 220- come in contact with many old
Clemson
yard run.
Hits R.
Clemson boys on his athletic trips.
Carolina took 11 first places to We look to "Tom" and O'Cain to Elms, 2b
0 0
Clemson's five. The meet was fast, keep us posted as to each others Milling, c.f
0 2
considering the earliness of the sea- whereabouts in the coming year.
Bethea, lb
2 1
son. An unusually large crowd at2 1
D. C. Ayers, of Orangeburg, is Jeter, r.f
tended.
Carolina students were
1 1
Local Editor. This lad functioned Herron, s.s
jubilant over the results.
1 1
as Associate Editor during the past Sanders, 3b
Summary:
Kinard, l.f
0 0
session, and should do even better
100-yard dash, Moore, Carolina,
Johnson, c
1 0
in the gathering and editing of local
first; Teague,
Carolina, second,
Hartzog, p
0 0
news of interest. He is one of our
Time 10:2.
120-yard high hurdles, Moore, architects, and ranks high in that
Totals
7 7
Carolina, first; Giersch, Carolina, line of study.
Furman
T. J. Hart, of Vance, S. C, is
second. Time 17:1.
Hits R.
Y. M. C. A. Editor. "Tommy" has
One-mile run, M. D. Ranson, CaroWaller, 2b
l l
taken an active part in "Y" affairs
lina, and Thatch, Carolina, tied.
Gleaton, r.f
l o
since his "rat" days at Clemson,
Time 4:45.
Large, s.s
l ]
440-yard run, Roy, Clemson, first, and is now Vice President of the Hipps, lb
2 1
"Y". His connection in that capacity
Ro'binson, Clemson, second. Time
Crawford, 3b
_ 2 1
54. (Jones, Carolina, won, but was will put him in line to know and to Thomas, c
o 2
edit all the Y. M. C. A. news.
disqualified.)
Keer, c.f
_
l i
Paul. Graves, of Abbevtille,
is Wilden, l.f
220-yard run, Teague, Carolina,
_... i n
first; Chandler, Clemson, second. Joke Editor. Graves has contribut- Tallow, p
i i
ed much toward the joke column of
Time 23:1.
220-yard low hurdles Mace, Clem- the Tiger this year, and his good
Totals
10 8
son, first; Yarboro, Carolina, sec- work along that line has caused
Substitutions:
Clemson;
Henhim to be recommended as "big
ond. Time 26:5.
dricks for Elms at second. Furman;
880-yard run, Smith, Clemson, cheese" in the laugh department. Gibson for Gleaton, Shull for Wildfirst; A. Milstead, Carolina, second, Since the girl's college of the near- en, Suttles for Fallow.
Time 2.5. (Parker, Carolina, ran by country enjoy our jokes so much,
Umpire: Mcsween, Davidson.
second, but was not entered as offi- two Associate Joke Editors, E. W.
J. M. L.
Ellis, and F. B. Lieztsey, both of
C.A.C.
cial.)
Two-mile run, Purser, Carolina, Columbia, have been elected. Both
THE WADE HAMPTON
first, Lambeth, Carolina, second. of these men have demonstrated
their ability as prime jokers, and
The Wade Hampton Literary
Time '10:81.
Pole vault, J. Milstead, Carolina, should keep up the quality of our Society deferred its program last
Friday night for the purpose of
first; L. Ranson, Carolina, and Car- jokes.
In the circulation department, H. electing the fourth term officers.
tee, Clemson, tied for second.
B. Flowers, of Darlington, is Cir- From president to chaplain the folHeight, 10.9.
culation
Manager.
"Buck"
has lowing men were elected: Messrs.
High jump, E. H. Hall, Clemson,
been
a
faithful
associate
in
this
G. W. Sawyer, J. E. Ross, L. H.
first;
Watt,
Carolina,
second.
department during the year, and Doar, D. M. Daniel, J. G. Williamson
Height, 5:73-4.
Shot put, J. Fordham, Carolina, his ability to manage his "assis- and F. B. Lietzsey.
We feel sure that with the lead-,
first; Roy, Clemson, second. Dis- tants" eminently qualifies him for
his position.
S. M. McKeown, of ership of these competent men our
tance, 37:11.
Discus throw, C. Fordham, Caro- Chester, and T. G. Jackson, of society will continue to grow.
Listen! fellows, we must give our j
lina, first; Abernethy, Carolina, sec- Florence, are Associate Circulation
Managers. We have confidence in cooperation worth while.
Here'. ~4
ond, Distance, 114:4.
Javelin throw, Abernethy, Caro- their ability to work with "Buck" fore, we have had a really wide
awake society.
Therefore, it is
lina, first; J. Fordham, Carolina, in distributing and mailing Tigers.
A new department has been added ! the duty of every member to do
second, Distance, 166:9.
Broad jump, Hall, Clemson, first; to our staff. This is the quartet of his part to keep from lowering our
Since the benefit* deYarboro, Carolina, second. Distance Staff reporters, on which four good standard.
They are rived from a society are measured
J M L> men have been placed.
20:31.
— - J. B. Caughman, of Columbia; F. E. very largely by. the interest taken
C.A.C.
Howell, of Orangeburg; H. F. Kizer, by each member we should put
of St. George and H. L. Thomas, forth our best efforts in our socieNo Opposition
of Mayesville. All four are good ty work.
—B. M. S.
men in the sophomore class, and
"Ah wins."
C.A.C.
will compose a quartet of energitic
"What yuh got?"
First Chorus
Girl—The
stage
"news-rustlers."
"Three aces."
The above named men are pre- manager gave us a minute and a
"No yuh don't. Ah wins."
sented for your approval; and we half to cftange costumes.
"What yuh got?"
Second Chorus Girl—Good! That
only hope that the approval of the
"Two nines an' a razor."
"Yuh shoh do. How come yuh student body at large is as great leaves us a minute to ourselves.
—Pelican.
as our personal approval.
We
so lucky?"—Ex.

ANDERSON GLEE GLUB UNIV. OF N. G, BESTS
TENNIS TEAM LOSES
Tie TRACK TEAM
INITIAL ENCOUNTER IS GREATLY ENJOYED
Gives Excellent Program At ClemDrops
First
Meet To
Furman
son On April 11—Boys Delighted
Racqueteers—Goodale Wins His
With
Entire
Program —Miss
Singles Match And Stoney And
Richey To Be Congratulated On
Goodale
Win
Their
Doubles
A. C. Glee Club
Match
The Anderson College Glee Club
Clemson's wielders of the tennis appeared at Clemson last Friday
This engagement
was
racket opened their season Monday evening.
afternoon when they engaged in a made by the Anderson girls in order
meet with Furman on the local that they might return the visit excourts, losing four matches to the tended them by the Clemson Glee
Program was given in the
visitors and winning two.
The Club.
meet consisted of four matches in themporary chapel, " which proved
singles and two in doubles. Bach to be a very good place for the girls
team copped victory in a doubles to offer their splendid program.
match, while the. Furman netmen
The sentiment of the men who
succeeded in winning three of the attended the concert seemed to be
universal that the program was one
four singles matches.
Ed Goodale was the only Tiger of the best that has . ever been
to win his singles match.
He rendered before a Clemson audience.
defeated Wong in a three-set match,
Every number showed talent, as
winning the first set with compara- well as much practice; in fact, the
tive ease, but losing the second and entire program was given with an
coming back to win the third after effect which usually comes only with
a hard fight. Stoney and Goodale experienced
professional
singen.
took the doubles match from Wong The ensemble work was especially
and Cox of Furman. After winning good—much of the credit for this
an extremely long and hard-fought goes to the Director, Mis Isaphine
first set 9-7, they copped the second Richey, who led all of the ensemble
with ease 6-love. Sanftleben and numbers.
Stoney each took one set in their
A diversification in the program
was furnished by six small girls,
singles matches.
The tennis team will make a trip who danced the Minuet, a relic of
this week
beginning
Thursday. Grandmother's girlhood. The work
That day they play Presbyterian of the little Misses showed that they
Theological Seminary in Columbia, had been carefully trained in their
Friday
they
meet Wofford
in parts.
Costumes, representing the
Spartanburg, and Saturday they dress of olden days, added a touch
play a return meet with Furman in to the minuet which made it especially enjoyable.
Greenville.
Detail. Connor, Furman, defeatThe "Dorothy," a dance given
ed Fitzgerald, Clemson, 6-3, 6-3. by Miss Caroline Parnell and Miss
Cox
Furman,
defeated Stoney, Kathryn Cannon, was one of the
Clemson, 6-3, 3-6, 6-3.
Hewell, bright spots of the whole program.
Furman, defeated Sanftleben, Clem- Every part of the concert was good
son 4-6, 6-2, 6-2. Goodale, Clem- The performance
would
be apson' defeated Wong, Furman 6-1, preciated by any audience which
Clemson, defeated Cox and Wong, would be fortunate enough to hear
6-4
Goodale and Stoney, and see the girls carry out their
3 6
Furman 9-7, 6-0. Hewell and Con- various parts.
nor, Furman, defeated Fitzgerald
The Clemson student body wishes
and Sanftleben, Clemson, 6-2, 6-3.
to take this chance to express their
—W. W. B.
thanks to the Anderson College Glee
Club for the splendid concert given
C.A.C.
us last Friday evening.
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
—E. L. S.
C.A.C.
OLD GLOTHES CAMPAIGN
The Agricultural Society held Its
A GREAT SUCCESS
regular meeting on Thursday evening, March 27. The President, Mr.
The campaign, carried on here
Cappleman, called the society to last week for old clothes, resulted
order. After the devotional exer- in many old garments being given
cises came the debate.
Resolved: to those in need of such things in
that only those majoring in agricul- the near East. About one thousand
tural education should be allowed to pounds came from the students only,
teach education in high schools. Mr to say nothing of what was given
M. B. Brissie upheld the affirma- by the people of the campus. These
tive while Mr. G. C. Wofford things were immediately shipped to
opposed him on the negative. The New York where they will be sent
debate was very good, both men to those sections which are suffering
having carefully prepared arguments for the need of clothes in which to
but the judges gave the victory to go to school.
the affirmative.
Clemson students are asked to
Then came the treat to which give many times in a period of one
the society had been looking for- year, but only on very rare occaward—a talk by the much loved sions have they responded as they
Dr. Calhoun. Dr. Calhoun told of did last week.
Students all over
his futile attempts at selecting a the world have the same goal in
subject for his talk, and said that view, and because of this fact Clemhe had decided to reminisce for a son men gave to the men of the
while and give his listeners some near East those things which would
of his experience as a young man be helpful to both, because of the
in college and just out of college. physical benefit to one and because
The attitude of his listeners was of the benefit to the character of
a tribute to the interest of Dr. the other. No better example can
Calhoun's address. In his delight- be given of the friendship and
ful and inimitable style he gave a good-will that exists between the
talk that all were sorry to hear different members of the corps than
this gift of the past week when they
end.
This being the time to elect new ot together and helped those in
officers the following named men dire need of clothing. Clemson Is
were elected: vice-president, E. W. to be congratulated on her wonderCopeland; senior critic, recording ful showing and our hope is that
secretary, R. H. Smith; correspond- she will always be remembered being secretary, L. G. Causey; and cause of the good she has done and
is doing for the world in producing
sergeant-at-arms, G. C. Wofford.
men
of character.
S. W. H.
C.A.C. —
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